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22.05.2019 Berlin

03.16 - 06.16

10.15 - 02.16

02.14 -  07.14 

10.11 - 02.16

02.08 - 07.10

Greenland Kayak boatbuilding Workshop

B.A. Interaction Design HfG Schwäbisch 

Exchange Semester Shanghai

Interaction Design HfG Schwäbisch Gmünd

Carpenter Apprenticeship  

At the Age of 30, I am a trained carpenter, an experienced B.A.  In-
teraction Designer, lead my self-initiated start-up T-T-T (Table - Ten-
nis - Trainer) till the end of june 2019 and in general very happy with 
my live.

The last year was a challenging journey where I have continued 
developing my B. A. thesis in a small team. I have pitched T-T-T at 
a variety of tech-conferences such as “mobile world congress” inc 
China or “Laval Virtual” in France. It has been an exciting and de-
manding time in which i have independently enhanced my design 
expertise in chosen fields.Besides that the experience thought me 
many lessons about life,leadership and support in the team. After 
three years T-T-T I am ready to join new ventures.

I enjoy working diligently by myself as much as to collaborate with-
in a team, working together for the bigger vision towards tip top 
results. As a designer I work mostly visually in scribbles, graphics, 
motions graphics in 2D, in 3D, AR, VR, real-world installations and 
interactive prototypes.
My goal is to stay curiouse, keep learning, supporting an inspiring 
team and having fun at a meaningful job.

Freelancer
Besides school I started working as a Freelancer 
and kept on collaborating and taking care of new 
projects ever since. Through freelancing I got in 
touch with many friends and gained expertises in 
different fields.

Looping Lovers
A serious fun collaboration with friends. The main 
purpose is to get out of  the comfort zone to learn 
something new with each loop. 

T-T-T 3000 [Berlin/Schwäbisch Gmünd]
As start up founder I presented and pitched the idea 
to investors and kept innovating the project.

Colorfy GmbH [Berlin[
Interaction Designer and project lead: Research, 
Ideation, innovation, app design and presentation.

Artificial Rome [Berlin]
Junior position as Interaction Designer: data visual-
isations and pitch presentations. 

Artificial Rome [Berlin]
Interaction Design Intern: developing Kinect track-
ing program, CSS animations and support in fairs.

Schreinerei Lemmer [Aitrach]
Working as Carpenter in the workshop and on con-
struction site, manufacturing and implementing 
furniture for Hotels and private customers.

SKILLS

AI | Ps | AE 
Sketch
Flinto
Win | Mac os
Cinema 4D
X Particles
Redshift 
Houdini
Unity
vvvv
Construction
Crafting

LANGUAGES

Bolognese, Renovating,  Ping Pong, Frisbee, Reading and Walking

HOBBIES

KNOWLEDGE

FIELD OF INTEREST

Design and its history, Design Workshops, Ted talks and zeitgeist

JOB RELATED EXPERIENCEHI,

Design thinking
UI, UX, VR, AR
Workshops
Ping Pong rules
Tracking
Data Visualisation

German native   
English  fluent  
Spanish beginner

01.07 - Now

09.15 - Now

03.16 - 06.19

02.18 - 06.18

08.14 - 05.15

08.13 - 01.14

08.10 - 05.11

EDUCATIONAL 


